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ABSTRACT  
Congress passed the Radio Act of 1927 to bring order to the chaos of radio 
broadcasting.  In the process, Congressional representatives had to deal with 
several free speech issues, which were resolved in favor of the Progressive 
concepts of public interest, thereby limiting free speech.  This study examines 
how Congress intended radio licensees to interpret and practice free speech. In 
conclusion, it was found Congressmen feared radio's potential power to prompt 
radical political or social reform, spread indecent language, and to monopolize 
opinions.  Therefore, the FRC was empowered to protect listeners from those 
who would not operate radio for "public interest, convenience, and necessity." 

INTRODUCTION  
In the Radio Act of 1927 Congress recognized broadcasters' right to "free 
speech," 1 meaning those granted licenses to operate AM radio stations could do so 
free of government censorship or programming. However, a review of the Progressive 
influences on the Radio Act indicates that Congress never intended for radio licensees 
to use free speech to create an open, vibrant marketplace of ideas through radio 
broadcasting. What Congress sought for the new medium was a voice that would 
articulate middle class ideology. 2 

This research does not refute the existing history written on the text of the Radio Act, 
which is examined after the major issues have been considered. The search is for the 
underlying ideology in the Act that may not be found by only reading it and accepting 
a literal understanding of "free speech." From an ideological approach, the question is 
how did Congress intend for radio licensees to practice "free speech?" To answer that 
question, this paper will review the Progressive tenets contained within the Radio Act 
and the language at its heart, particularly the creation of a commission to regulate 
radio in the "public interest, convenience, and necessity." 



In this examination of the Radio Act, Progressive influence is evident in many places. 
The Progressive influence can be found in the 1926 Congressional debate that 
preceded President Calvin Coolidge's signature in 1927. Much of that debate and 
many provisions of the law focused on free speech issues. The Supreme Court 
decisions resulting from convictions under the Espionage Act of 1917 suggest that the 
justices shared a limited, Progressive definition of free speech, indicating both 
branches of government held similar presumptions on the federal right to regulate the 
marketplace of ideas. 

THE PROGRESSIVES 

Progressivism is a controversial term in American history because it describes a wide 
range of people who frequently disagreed with each other. 3 On one extreme of the 
movement were Midwestern and Southern farmers (the old Populists). On the other 
were the immigrants who came to America by the millions after 1880 to work in the 
factories and live in the urban slums of America. A third social and economic force 
were the "captains of capitalism" pushing America into the twentieth century through 
technology and industrialism. Progressivism began as a grass roots reform movement 
alternatively identified with the aspirations of farmers, immigrants, and industrialists 
but also members of the middle class threatened by the corruption and immorality of 
changing social systems. 

The Progressive members of the middle class sought to define their place in this new 
order. Oscar Handlin describes them as holding the traditional Protestant values of the 
agrarian Populists; yet, they staked their economic future on the business values of the 
wealthy industrialists by going to work for and investing in their operations. As the 
middle class joined the factory force and business classes as managers, they were 
brought into contact with an immigrant labor force frequently composed of Jews and 
Catholics from eastern Europe. 4 These non-Protestants held onto their ethnic 
identities, creating inner city neighborhoods where crime, poverty, and sin flourished 
from the perspective of the middle class. 

In the competition for control of this social order, Robert H. Wiebe argues, the middle 
class led the way in a shift from rural, agricultural, small town thinking to urban, 
industrial, big government solutions. Middle class Progressives placed power and 
authority in government bureaucracy, which was to manage the new order by limiting 
the power of corporations in the business marketplace. Only government could 
conceivably protect what they perceived to be the public welfare, which was 
permitting individuals to manage their own affairs by freeing them from the abuses of 
monopolies. 5 That individualism, to David Danbom, was a product of the Victorian 
age in which they had grown up and the Victorian faith in individualism. 6 Yet, notes 



David N. Rabban, Progressives found that too much individualism and too much 
freedom threatened social harmony. 

More broadly, the shared progressive commitment to social harmony 
implied limitations on free speech. Many progressives appreciated free 
speech and even dissent as qualities that contributed to, and should be 
nurtured by, a progressive democratic society. But they saw no value in, 
and occasionally expressed hostility toward, dissent that was not 
directed at positive social reconstruction. 7 

By the 1920s, conflicts between "urban life and rural sentiments" made the creation 
of a broad-based, progressive coalition impossible. 8 Some senators remained 
Progressive activists, such as Robert La Follette of Wisconsin, who ran a creditable 
third-party candidacy in 1924. Nicknamed "Sons of the Wild Jackass, 9" other 
senators associated with the Progressives in the 1920s included George Norris, 
William Borah, Hiram Johnson, Burton Wheeler, and Fiorello La Guardia. These 
senators, however, did not reflect the totality of Progressivism in the 1920s. The 
movement had changed after World War I but did not die. John Chamberlain says 
Progressivism "ceased to be critical; it contented itself with following the drift of 
events" and then satisfied itself by "calling the drift decision." 10 Richard Hofstadter 
contends that World War I led to the "liquidation of the progressive spirit," allowing 
the dark side of the movement to flourish in the 1920s. 11 Progressives were no 
longer the reformers they had been in the early part of the century; in many aspects 
they were more powerful. After fifty years of public debate, the Progressive ideal of 
societal control through federal power was accepted--and still is--as the "common 
sense" of the era. 12 McCraw calls "the bureaucratization of American life" one of the 
continuing legacies of the Progressives. 13 In relationship to the Radio Act, what was 
crucial was that Congressmen, regardless of party, accepted a Progressive way of 
thinking about the role and mechanisms of government. 14 But, as the Radio Act 
debate demonstrates, little agreement existed among the divisive elements of the 
movement, except that the federal government should be in control of radio. 

THE NEED FOR LEGISLATION 

By 1927, the technology and growth of radio had outpaced existing Congressional 
regulation, written in 1912 when radio meant ship-to-shore broadcasting. Radio was 
loosely regulated through its growth years in the 1920s. By mailing a postcard to 
Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover, anyone with a radio transmitter, ranging 



from college students experimenting in science classes, to amateur inventors who 
ordered kits, to newspaper-operated stations, could broadcast on the frequency chosen 
by Hoover. The airwaves by 1927 were an open forum for anyone with the expertise 
and equipment 15 to reach a forum with 25 million listeners. 16 

Radio's open forum, however, became unmanageable in 1926 after an Attorney 
General's decision said the Radio Act of 1912 did not give the Secretary of Commerce 
authority to assign wave lengths. 17 By 1926, radio in the United States included 
15,111 amateur stations, 1,902 ship stations, 553 land stations for maritime use, and 
536 broadcasting stations. 18 For those 536 broadcasting stations, the government 
allocated only eighty-nine wave lengths. Geographical separation and power 
restrictions would make it possible to place six stations per broadcasting channel for a 
total of 534 stations. In addition, 425 more licensing applications were under 
consideration by the Department of Commerce, which had no legal authority to reject 
any request for a license. Maine Congressman Wallace White warned his colleagues 
in 1926 that radio stations jammed the airwaves, causing interference between stations 
in many locations. In the words of the New York Times, the radio signal almost 
anywhere on the dial sounded like "the whistle of the peanut stand." 19 Radio had 
become what Erik Barnouw calls "A Tower of Babel." 20 The "babel" threatened the 
emerging economics of radio. The undisciplined and unregulated voice of the public 
interfered with corporate goals of delivering programming and advertising on a 
dependable schedule to a mass audience. 

Congress faced many difficulties in trying to write legislation. No precedent existed 
for managing broadcasting except the powerless Radio Act of 1912. No one knew in 
1926 where the technology was going nor what radio would be like even the next 
year, so Congress was trying to write law to cover potentialities. Sen. Key Pittman of 
Nevada expressed his frustration to the Senate chair: "I do not think, sir, that in the 14 
years I have been here there has ever been a question before the Senate that in the 
very nature of the thing Senators can know so little about as this subject." 21 

Nor was the public much better informed, Pittman noted, even though he received 
telegrams daily urging passage. 

I am receiving many telegrams from my State urging me to vote for this 
conference report, and informing me that things will go to pieces, that 
there will be a terrible situation in this country that cannot be coped 
with unless this report is adopted. Those telegrams come from people, 
most of whom, I know, know nothing on earth about this bill. 22 



Offering to bring order out of this chaos were Rep. Wallace White and Sen. Clarence 
Dill of Washington. These two Congressional radio experts led the year-long fight in 
1926 to pass legislation to regulate radio, leading to the Radio Act, signed by Calvin 
Coolidge in February 1927. 

CONGRESS DEBATES POWER AND CONTROL OF RADIO 

Before radio legislation could be passed, competing Progressive factions debated who 
would control radio. Sen. Pittman and Rep. E.L. Davis of Tennessee represented the 
rural American voice of the common people. They believed that the Radio 
Corporation of America (RCA) conspired to turn radio into a monopoly. 23 The 
monopoly would not only be worth millions, but to Pittman and Davis, RCA would 
use the voice of radio to gain great political power and to shape thought in America. 
Monopolies were frequent targets of rural Progressives and Populists. The Sherman 
Antitrust Act of 1890 sought to prevent the destruction of "free capitalism and 
restraint of trade" by regulating monopolies. 24 

The battle for control of radio began when White introduced a bill in the House and 
Davis introduced a series of amendments to prevent what he perceived as monopoly 
control of radio. Opponents of the act wanted to insure that everyone received 
equitable service, rates, and treatment from radio stations. "As it stands now they [the 
radio monopoly] are absolutely the arbitrators of the air," warned Davis, who held that 
position throughout the life of the bill. 25 Rep. Luther A. Johnson of Texas opposed 
the Radio Act because he did not believe the bill gave the federal government the 
authority to protect the marketplace of ideas. Radio was restructuring America 
through the formation of opinion, Johnson argued in debate, and American opinion 
could not be left in the hands of the monopoly. If one group controled radio, those 
who opposed them would find it "impossible to criticize," Johnson argued. Networks 
(called chains in 1927) and high-powered stations controlled by a few would make 
"freedom of the air" impossible. 26 The 27monopoly issue became the focus of the 
Senate debate on the joint bill written by a compromise committee meeting to resolve 
differences in House and Senate versions. Sen. Pittman believed the conference 
committee weakened the strong, anti-monopolistic language in the original Senate 
draft. Radio was bound to be monopolistic, Pittman warned, and consequently, radio 
needed to be "under the strictest control" or radio would be used as a tool to oppress 
the American public. 28 

Opposing the Pittman and Davis faction were Dill 29 and White, spokesmen for those 
who believed in progress and technology, although they shared many of their 
opponents' apprehensions. Dill and White depended on one man and two key 
provisions of the legislation to prevent the harm predicted by the anti-monopolists. 



The man was Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover, a self-described "independent 
progressive." 30 Hofstadter says Hoover identified with "efficiency, enterprise, 
opportunity, individualism, substantial laissez-fair, personal success, material 
welfare." 31 However, Hoover also believed that the only way to control labor unions 
and corporations was through federal control, even though he feared the power that 
control gave to the government. 32 Speaking at the third Washington conference on 
radio legislation, Hoover said broadcasters needed free speech and the right to 
broadcast, but that broadcasting needed to be free of "malice and 
unwholesomeness," 33 which would be accomplished if broadcasters acted in the 
public interest. If the radio industry could operate in the public interest, he believed 
that self-regulation would have been adequate. 34 However, Hoover described radio as 
a "public utility" that needed to be "double-guarded" because of its entry into the 
home. 35 He agreed that radio needed to be managed in the public interest. In 
November 1925, Hoover had explained his concept of public interest: "We hear a 
great deal about the freedom of the air, but there are two parties to freedom of the air, 
and to freedom of speech for that matter. There is the speechmaker and the listener. 
Certainly in radio I believe in freedom for the listener." 36 

In the end, not everyone who sought to speak would be allowed to use radio, Hoover 
continued, which meant that the primary question of regulation would be "who is to 
do the broadcasting." 37 Knowing Hoover would oversee the transition to the Federal 
Radio Commission comforted many in Congress. 38 

The two key provisions in the law were the creation of a new government commission 
and the commission's mandate to regulate radio in the "public interest, convenience, 
and necessity." Modeled after the Interstate Commerce Commission and the Federal 
Trade Commission, Congress created the Federal Radio Commission (renamed 
Federal Communications Commission in 1934). Five disinterested commissioners 
would head a professional staff that would work with and regulate the radio industry 
in the "public interest, convenience, and necessity," 39 a Progressive term borrowed 
from utility regulation but never defined in the Radio Act. 40 The FRC was free to 
control radio to serve whatever interests it deemed were within the scope of public 
interest, convenience and necessity as long as the commission did not deny "free 
speech" to broadcasters. 41 However, Congress limited free speech in the next 
sentence: "No person within the jurisdiction of the United States shall utter any 
obscene, indecent, or profane language by means of radio communication." 42 

The public interest standard went further. Since the Mayflower Compact, 43 the 
process of a citizen government had been closely identified with free speech and the 
right of everyone's voice to be heard. Supreme Court Justices Oliver Wendell Holmes 
and Louis Brandeis used 



the phrase "marketplace of ideas" in several court cases written in this era to reflect a 
similar line of thinking. 44 However, the limited number of radio channels made the 
old concept of free speech obsolete from the viewpoint of Congress. Noting that free 
speech needed to be "inviolate," White argued that radio broadcasting required a new 
concept of free speech. 

We [the Radio Conference of 1924] have reached the definite 
conclusion that the right of all of our people to enjoy this means of 
communication can be preserved only by the repudiation of the idea 
underlying the 1912 law that anyone who will may transmit and by the 
assertion in its stead of the doctrine that the right of the public to 
service is superior to the right of any individual to use the ether. 45 

In effect, White created a right to listen and equated it with freedom of speech. Such 
an equation would work, Dill argued, 46 because of the "public interest, convenience, 
or necessity" standard written into the act. 47 To Pittman such a standard was 
"absurd" in the face of the power of the monopolies trying to control radio. 48 Most 
radio listeners writing in support of legislation just wanted a clear channel, argued 
Sen. Robert B. Howell (Nebraska), but they did not understand the big issue. Howell 
wanted to know, "Who is to own the right to use the ether--all of the people or just a 
few of the people who have been fortunate enough to acquire radio transmitting 
stations?" 49 

The bill that White and Dill presented to their colleagues balanced the competing 
radio interests. The public received entertainment and the right to listen, but lost the 
right to speak. RCA profited by meshing advertising and programming, but the FRC 
regulated broadcasting. The real winners were the Progressives who would be doing 
the regulation. 

Despite the limitations placed on free speech, most of the listening public and those in 
radio accepted the Progressive concept of free speech. A typical example of 
Progressive thinking was J. H. Morecraft, who wrote the column, "The March of 
Radio," in the industry magazine Radio Broadcast. "We need to protect freedom of 
speech," he argued, "but our rights cannot interfere with the rights of 
others." 50 Congestion on the airwaves was a bigger problem than free speech 
concerns, Morecraft argued. "At this writing, we fear more no legislation at all, than 
the harmful effects of any particular bill or method of control." 51 Radio offered an 
easy solution to any legislative impacts on the speaking public. "If you have 
something to say," he told his readers, "go to an existing broadcaster and buy 
time." 52 Later, Morecraft wrote: "Freedom of the air does not require that everyone 



who wishes to impress himself on the radio audience need have his private 
microphone to do so." 53 He reiterated the point in a later column: "Radio waves 
cannot be freely used by everyone. Unlimited use will lead to its destruction." 54 

Many others concerned with radio also believed that radio could not be an unfettered 
marketplace of ideas. As The Literary Digest stated in 1924, "[T]he power of one man 
through a broadcasting station must be curbed if that man persists in affronting the 
sensibilities of a large or a small part of the population." While censorship was not 
appealing, pointed out Literary Digest, radio should not appeal to "vulgarities" or 
morbid affairs. Therefore, broadcasters should be businessmen of the highest class so 
that radio would remain "clean and fit for the common consumption." 55 When the 
wrong people broadcast, then the listening public suffered, The Literary Digest noted 
in another article. "Propagandists, religious zealots, and unprincipled persons" are 
using radio to "grind their own axes." 56 Once the Radio Act passed, The Literary 
Digest called upon the new radio commission to assign licenses only to the "high 
type" who would operate the station for public service by providing "well-rounded" 
programming. 57 

PROPER USE OF RADIO: THE AUTHORITY OF THE FRC 

As keepers of the public welfare, the FRC was the instrument ensuring that radio was 
not used for improper speech. Specifically, the Radio Act banned "obscene, indecent, 
or profane language," 58 but those who would use radio for radical change also could 
be silenced by denying them access to the airwaves, White and Dill told their 
colleagues. Proper use of radio was the second major issue debated by Congress. 

In writing the bill, some members of Congress sought to guarantee that audiences 
heard only the morally "right" kind of material. Sen. Hiram Bingham of Connecticut 
thought the Commerce Department should handle the technical aspects of radio while 
the Post Office could handle "improper" communication of thought, since it already 
had expertise in that area. 59 South Carolina Sen. Coleman L. Blease was willing to 
create the FRC if he knew what the politics and religion of the commissioners were. 
He wanted to know if someone could go on the air and say "he came from a monkey." 
To prevent that from happening, Blease introduced an amendment that would have 
prohibited all radio discussion of evolution. He justified his position with an appeal to 
authority: "On this proposition I am on the side of Jesus Christ." 60 Dill and White 
argued that the intent of the legislation was not to create an open forum for public 
debate; as written the bill would prevent such misuse of the airwaves, defeating the 
Blease amendment. 

Dill, White, and Hoover made public statements to the New York Times, reflecting 
similar views on what speech would be proper for broadcasters. In explaining the 



Radio Act to a reporter, White said, "The bill seeks in other ways to make more 
certain a proper regard for public as opposed to private right." 61 Dill agreed. 
Broadcasters needed as much freedom as possible, the senator wrote in the Times, 
"without endangering the interests and the rights of the public." 62 Hoover said the 
first responsibility of any regulation would be to determine "who may 
broadcast." 63 Dill noted that the language "public interest" was the result of a 
conference with White when they were seeking additional language to go with 
"convenience and necessity," which Hoover had used at the radio conferences, 
borrowing the term from railroad and utility regulation. Public interest, convenience, 
and necessity was crucial language, explained Dill, because "their words would 
empower the Commission to limit the amount of advertising, prohibit programs that it 
decided were harmful to the public as a whole, and to refuse to renew licenses of 
those who disregarded its rulings." 64 To Dill, such a concept of public interest did not 
violate broadcasters' First Amendment rights because "broadcasting was a 
privilege." 65 Dill did not intend for the FRC to censor broadcasters but to serve as the 
cop on the beat who would "see to it that no one uses it who does not promise to be 
good and well-behaved." 66 

Those in the radio industry generally accepted the premise that "free speech" did not 
mean the right for anyone to say anything on the air to everyone. The National Radio 
Coordinating Committee, an umbrella group including manufacturers, newspapers, 
broadcasters, and radio organizations, spoke out in favor of operating radio in the 
public interest. 67 A report from the American Bar Association mentioned that some 
people would be taken off the air, accepting that premise without reservation. 68 Two 
major radio corporations, AT&T and General Electric, as well as the National 
Association of Broadcasters, publicly endorsed radio legislation, 69 as did the editors 
of Radio Retailing 70 and Radio Broadcast. 71 Free speech issues were secondary to 
the industry, McKerns argues, to ending the chaos on the air, which threatened the 
economic potential of radio. The radio act became the "least objectionable" option 
available. 72 The public held similar views in hundreds of letters sent to congressmen, 
demanding the right to listen without inference with little regard for free speech 
issues. 73 

About the only negative voices heard were from organizations that feared that their 
voices would be silenced. The Association of College and University Broadcasting 
Stations 74 and the American Radio Relay League, 75 an organization of amateur 
broadcasters, spoke against a "public interest" standard because they predicted--
correctly--that people in their organizations would lose their licenses. 

Broadcasters were not the only voices silenced by provisions of the Radio Act. 
Congress wrote the equal opportunity provision of the act (Section 18) to prevent 
broadcasters from using the radio as a personal political power base. The provision 



also marginalized the radical political voice. To White, "equal opportunity" for 
"legally qualified candidates" encouraged mainstream political debate between 
Republicans and Democrats through a national medium while the language permitted 
the exclusion of fringe candidates. At one point Sen. Earle B. Mayfield of Texas 
wanted to know what was going to keep "bolshevism or communism" off the air. Dill 
believed that the law would exclude radical politicians from the airwaves since they 
would not be legally qualified candidates. 76 

The effect of Section 18 was to give voice to the political parties supported by the 
middle class while the candidates of immigrants who supported unions or radical 
political change would have limited access to the airwaves. 77 In light of contemporary 
Supreme Court decisions (discussed later) and the actions of the federal government 
during the Red Scare of the early 1920s, a discussion of radical political change would 
not only seem to be against "public interest, convenience, and necessity" but 
potentially illegal. 

Because of the provisions of the bill, the only discussions to be heard over the radio 
would be those consistent with Progressive ideology. Meanwhile, application of 
"public interest, convenience, and necessity" could deny the public access to the ideas 
of their enemies, such as unions, socialists, communists, evolutionists, improper 
thinkers, non-Christians, and immigrants. 78 Therefore, "free speech" as guaranteed in 
Section 29 meant to the Progressives that broadcasters could have free speech as long 
as they served the public interest by denying access to speakers who did not serve the 
public interest as they defined it. 79 Within this context, the equal time provisions 
became FRC instruments for governmental, regulatory control of the airwaves. 80 

THE SUPREME COURT 

Congress' limited concept of free speech was consistent with a decade of U.S. 
Supreme Court rulings, including opinions written by Justices Oliver Wendell Holmes 
and Louis Brandeis, two Progressives on the Court. Beginning with Schenck v. United 
States (39 S.Ct. 247) and Frohwerk v. United States (39 S.Ct. 249) and then in Debs v. 
United States (249 Federal 211) and Abrams v. U.S. (40 S.Ct. 17), the Supreme Court 
in 1919 upheld the constitutionality of the Espionage Act as a tool to quiet discontent 
against the U.S. effort in World War I. Such speech was illegal because its intent was 
to obstruct the draft and the war effort, Holmes argued in Schenck, Frohwerk, 
and Debs. The decision in Frohwerk shows the limits that the Supreme Court was 
willing to place on free speech, even if the danger created by free speech was only 
possibly a threat to the U.S. Holmes agreed the German-language newspaper that 
Jacob Frohwerk wrote for had made no special effort to reach draftees. He noted its 
circulation was so small that the paper had no means to obstruct recruiting. Holmes 
warned, however, that the paper represented a little breath that could "kindle a flame" 



in the "tinder box" of the German community, and, therefore, Frohwerk's writings 
were a threat to national security. 

Eventually, the Supreme Court extended limitations on free speech beyond the context 
of World War I. The court upheld the constitutionality of the conviction of Socialist 
Benjamin Gitlow (45 S.Ct. 625) under a New York criminal anarchy statute that made 
it illegal for a person to teach or advocate revolution or assassination. Gitlow had 
helped distribute 16,000 copies of the paper, "The Revolutionary Age." It called for a 
communist revolution based on revolutionary socialism, but no evidence was 
presented indicating distribution resulted in any action. Justice Edward Sanford 
reasoned that "The Revolutionary Age" created the likelihood of action because an 
urge to action was implied. 81 In 1927, the Supreme Court (47 S.Ct. 641) used similar 
reasoning to uphold the conviction of Anita Whitney, a member of the Communist 
Labor Party of California. The rationale of these Supreme Court decisions and the 
arguments made during Congressional debate indicate both branches of the federal 
government shared similar understandings of what was meant in 1927 by free 
speech. 82 

THE HISTORICAL ARGUMENT 

Other historians have considered Congressional intent in the Radio Act and evaluated 
Progressive influences, most notably Louise Benjamin and Donald Godfrey. 
Benjamin's dissertation on free speech in the Radio Act considered the issues of 
censorship, creation of a regulatory agency, monopoly, and the right of broadcasters 
to use the medium. In trying to resolve who should be allowed to broadcast, Benjamin 
argues that Congress placed itself into a larger social debate. A free speech debate 
existed within American society over those who "saw 'abuses' of free speech as 
intolerable and those who wished to use speech to further social and economic 
goals." 83 As Benjamin would later argue, these conflicts were resolved by Secretary 
of Commerce Herbert Hoover and the radio industry during the 1920s radio 
conferences conducted by him prior to passage of the Radio Act. The end result of 
these agreements was "to transform the industry from amateur communication to 
nationwide broadcasting," which met the economic needs of the major radio 
corporations. 84 

Godfrey looked in his dissertation at Progressive influence on the Radio Act. He 
makes particular note of the Progressive roots of Sen, Clarence Dill, one of the 
architects of the Radio Act, and his identification with Progressive senators James 
Watson, William Borah, Robert La Follette, Hiram Johnson, and Burton Wheeler. 
According to Godfrey, one of the areas of Progressive influence was in the selection 
of the language "public interest, convenience, and necessity." These words were a way 
of balancing industrial control of radio against the potential for government 



censorship. To Godfrey, "The founders of the legislation sought to provide a degree of 
regulation that would preserve industrial freedom and the public interest." 85 Another 
way that Progressive senators specifically shaped the Radio Act was in the creation of 
the Federal Radio Commission, contends Godfrey in a later article. 86 Influenced by 
Borah and Watson, Dill rewrote his first draft of the 1926 Senate version of the bill to 
create the FRC. Borah and Watson objected to putting radio control into the hands of 
the Secretary of Commerce for fear that person would use radio for political purposes. 
Kerry Irish notes that these Progressive senators were not happy with the final version 
of the Radio Act. George Norris, for example, wanted governmental control of radio. 
Despite getting the FRC and the public interest standard, Irish claims Dill, Norris, 
Borah and others would not have called the Radio Act a Progressive victory because 
Rep. White and President Coolidge would not have permitted total government 
ownership. 87 To an extent, Irish is correct. Coolidge told Hoover to turn to the 
"successful elements of the industry" for advice." 88 White discussed regulation with 
representatives from the National Association of Broadcasters and RCA as well as 
even David Sarnoff. 89 In the final analysis, however, whether Borah and other 
Progressive senators were happy, the fact remains that the Radio Act included many 
provisions, particularly the creation of an independent commission and the public 
interest standard, borrowed from the Progressive model of federal regulation. 

White and Dill agreed that the public interest standard was the heart of the Radio Act, 
writes Frederick Ford. 90 Armed with the "hidden teeth" of the public interest 
standard, the FRC had all of the authority that it needed to create the machinery for 
censorship. 91 Public interest provided a criteria for the commission to determine who 
was fit to broadcast but without creating specific guidelines, notes C. B. Rose. 
Without guidelines to follow, the commission could favor large "capital 
interests." 92Ultimately, the public interest standard represented "prior restraint" of 
broadcasters, argues Fred H. Cate, and, therefore, "The First Amendment is no where 
to be found" in the Radio Act of 1927. 93 

CONCLUSION 

"Free speech" was not an empty term as used by Progressives in the Radio Act of 
1927. None of the major participants in the discussion of the law sought to have the 
federal government run radio stations or provide the material for broadcasters, except 
in national emergencies. Congress gave them the right to create and broadcast 
entertainment and news for the listening public. The FRC sought to ensure everyone 
access to at least one radio station, making listeners active participants in American 
society and the political process. However, Congress did not want the voices of the 
Socialist, the Communism, the Bolsheviks, the evolutionists or the obscene heard on 
the radio. Clearly, some Congressmen feared the power of radio and what they 
perceived was its potential as a mechanism to call for radical political or social 



reform, to speak the indecent, or to monopolize opinions. To prevent that from 
happening, Congress gave enormous discretion to the FRC to protect listeners from 
those who would not operate radio for "public interest, convenience, and necessity." 
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